BITCOIN AND DOUBLE-SPENDING: HOW PAVING THE WAY FOR BETTERMENT LEADS TO EXPLOITATION
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Abstract - Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency that has gained popularity over the last decade. The scheme of its implementation does not call for a trusted third party to validate the coins spent or the currency made. Therefore, Bitcoin has been developed to grant users the privilege of purchasing anonymously and performing other transactions while not going through a financial institution. In this paper, we review the challenge of keeping the identities of Bitcoin users anonymous while maintaining secure payments. More specifically, we present double-spending, a security attack, in fast payments and examine some of the counterattack initiatives taken to protect payments in Bitcoin.
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I. Introduction

Bitcoin has made it a reality for people to digitally perform transactions without consulting a third party for validating their payments. It has been integrated in many businesses such as fast food chains [1] and other places are accepting Bitcoin as a valid currency. The number of Bitcoin users is growing as well as its economic value [2] which makes it an attractive hub for trading coins of value.

Double-spending attack is a security issue in Bitcoin that allows users to spend the same coin on different items. A user can spend his coin on purchasing pizza and uses the same coin to purchase glasses at a different store. This attack made the developers of Bitcoin implicitly acknowledge the vulnerability in the implementation of the cryptocurrency and advise users to perform fast payments for low-cost purchases [1].

In this paper, we argue that maintaining completely secure fast payments in Bitcoin is not always reached. We believe that, with the countermeasures proposed, there is a way for the attacker to successfully double-spend a coin, especially in fast payments. We show how maintaining security while abiding to the implementation standards and expectations of Bitcoin can be challenging, mostly in keeping the identity of users private at all cost.

II. Proposed Methodology

We structure the paper to give an extensive introduction to Bitcoin. We explain how transactions are issued and communicated through peers. We also delve into the steps taken to process a payment using Bitcoin, detailing the different types of payments and how they are received and validated. We then present the conditions needed for a successful double-spending attack to take place, mainly in fast payments. We finally introduce known proposed countermeasures and show how they can still not provide a completely secure environment in protecting fast payments against double-spending attacks. The methodology is shown in Figure 1.

Identify the challenges of communication between peers avoiding double spending attacks
Analyze the process of payment using Bitcoin
Identify the conditions needed for a successful double-spacing attack
Evaluate required resources for profitable double spending attack in different Blockchain Networks
Introduce countermeasures to avoid double spending attack

Fig 1 : Methodology of research
III. Bitcoin in a Nutshell

Bitcoin is a decentralized payment system that relies on Peer-to-Peer infrastructure. Transactions are made in the form of blocks. Each transaction is issued by a user and once verified, it is included in a block. The block is appended to a chain of blocks unless it is the first block to be generated for the BTC. The longest blockchain in the network is trusted amongst nodes/users to be valid and secure. To purchase items using BTCs, a number of computational steps have to be performed beforehand.

A. Transacting in Bitcoin

The main objective of issuing transactions in Bitcoin is to allow for communication between peers to grow the network on which users process payments. The communication is therefore entitled to transfer BTCs between peers and their ownership as well. The payment system used in Bitcoin is based on Proof-of-Work scheme that helps in securing transactions.

Users transfer their coins by using their digital signatures. Each user uses his/her own private key along with other related information to sign a hash of the previous transaction and the public key of the intended new owner.

![How digitally signing a transaction works in Bitcoin](image1)

B. Validating Transactions in Bitcoin

Bitcoin depends on the timestamp server to validate transactions. Timestamp server is implemented on the P2P network by taking a hash of a block containing items and publicly publishing the hash [7]. The public publication of the hash discards the need for a trusted authority to validate transactions, making peers agree on receiving the to-be-validated transaction at the specified time [7].

![Publicly publishing a hash of a block of items](image2)
PoW evaluates transactions based on the result the nonce value gives. The nonce value is hashed along with the previous block’s hash and produces a value. The value should lead to a result that begins with a special number of zeros [7]. If the value is not found, computation is repeated, incrementing the nonce value until the exact number of leading zeros is achieved [7].

Fig 4: PoW illustration [7]

Table 1 shows a Bitcoin block having two transactions. The special leading zeros are shown in the hash attribute, meaning that the transaction was confirmed. In addition, there is an incentive reward given to a node/user that generates a new block to the chain. The incentive is 50 BTCs [1]. The incentive is shown in the Source & Amount column in the table below.

Table 1. A Bitcoin block containing two transactions with the special number of zeros shown in the hash attribute [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction ID</th>
<th>Source &amp; Amount</th>
<th>Recipient &amp; Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5d8e30f143a403...0</td>
<td>Generation: 50 + 0 total fees</td>
<td>Generation: 50 + 0 total fees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Payments Types

If a user wants to buy a meal at a fast food restaurant such as Burger King, he will not be happy with standing in front of the cashier waiting for an average time of 10 minutes to get his transaction validated. Frustration would also be sensed in the cashier as he waits for the transaction to be confirmed, resulting in a negative user experience on both ends. Therefore, fast payments cannot rely on transaction confirmation to processing payments. Payments are achieved through another verification approach. This demand in fast payments opens up an opportunity to improve the experience of purchasing via Bitcoin. However, this betterment leads to exploitation. Double-Spending happens more frequently in fast payments due to the fact that transactions are not confirmed at the instant of purchase.

Payments in Bitcoin are divided into two types based on the operation performed on the transaction received: Transaction Confirmation and Transaction Reception [1]. The former is applied or perceived as slow payment. Slow payments do not necessarily deliver goods at the instant of purchase and therefore there is a decent amount of time to check the validity of the transaction and confirm it. Transactions will be checked and blocks will be generated and appended to the chain eventually once verified.
Therefore, the chances of having a double-spending attack is not high compared to fast payments unless the user is dishonest: the payee has the will to tell the vendor that the transaction will take time to be confirmed and it is the vendor’s choice to either accept the offer or reject it. If the vendor accepts to receive a transaction without having it confirmed and it happens to have a dishonest user, then in this case a successful double-spending takes place.

Fast payments, on the other hand, have greater chances for double-spending attacks since they do not require verification of transactions at the moment of purchase. Fast payments rely on Transaction Reception where the vendor only cares about receiving the transaction instantly rather than the validity of the transaction. Places such as vending machines and fast food chains are likely to accept this form of payment.

Fast payments rely on Zero-Confirmation mechanism where there is no real work of confirmation of the transaction. The vendor will accept the transaction of his interest, the one holding the requested number of BTCs, and he will search his wallet to see if there is a matching transaction or address.

Bitcoin users are highly encouraged to perform fast payments on purchases of low value. In the next section, we examine the scenarios in which a successful double-spending attempt takes place, mainly in having the attacker send his transaction before letting the vendor redeem it subsequently.

V. How Payments Are Processed in Bitcoin?

There is a number of steps for payments to occur in Bitcoin. A great focus is directed towards issuing and validating transactions. The steps are adopted from [1]

- transactions are broadcast to the entire public network.
- transactions are received by peers.
- verification process undergoes the use of a nonce value.
- nonce value is hashed into a computational function along with other important information. If the result of the computation leads to an expected number of leading zeros, the transaction is verified and a block can be generated and appended to the user’s digital wallet.

In more details, the nonce is hashed along with the remaining fields of information of the transaction such as “the Merkle hash of all valid and received transactions, the hash of the previous block, and a timestamp” [1]. If the result is below a specified value, the block is generated based on the proof of work submitted by the user.

The ownership of BTCs can be transferred as well. If user A wishes to send a number of BTCs to user B, then upon the process of sending and receiving, user B can claim ownership of the BTCs.

The process encompasses more details. For example, each user is referenced upon owning the bitcoin. Therefore, when user A sends his coin to user B, the coin is already stamped with the address of user A which is included in the hash value. The final result is a chain of blocks with each block representing the previous owner/user [1].

To authenticate BTCs, the user has to check the correctness of each block in the chain. Hence, the process of double-spending is not easy since the attacker has to re-compute all the calculations made for each block in order to insert his new double-spent coin without having the user/vendor know that it was spent before.

An important note should be given about the steps mentioned above: transactions are broadcast to the public network: each user on the network has a local storage known as a “memory pool” [1]. This pool is responsible for storing all the broadcast transactions which are not confirmed yet. Once a transaction is confirmed, it is taken out of the pool and appended to a chain of blocks. If the transaction happens to be confirmed by another user, it will be taken out from the current pool and sent to that user to be appended to his chain of blocks. Moreover, having a pool of unconfirmed public transactions does not obligate the owner of the pool to verify/confirm them since they were broadcast on the network with and without his will.

VI. Requirements for a Successful Double-Spending Attempt in Fast Payments

Two requirements are to be satisfied to possibly double-spend a coin. The two conditions work in favor of a scenario where the attacker is attempting to double-spend a coin at a different store rather than the same store. Also, it is assumed that the attacker knows the IP address of the vendor.

The trick is as follows: the attacker sends two transactions that have the same inputs but different outputs. The inputs construct the details of the transactions and the outputs are the IP addresses to which transactions are sent. The address of one coin is the vendor’s and the other of a helper’s. A helper performs under the control of the attacker [1]. The two transactions are sent at the same time and their probability to be received by peers on the network is similar.
For the first requirement to be satisfied, the time of receiving the original/first transaction (TV) by the vendor must be less than the time of receiving the second one (TA). If vendor receives (TV) first, he is most likely going to ignore another transaction holding the same inputs. The second requirement to be satisfied is to have (TA) confirmed first on the network by another node.

These two conditions are required to double-spend a coin in fast payments where the vendor relies on Transaction Reception rather than Transaction Confirmation to process payments.

VII. How to Maintain Security?

Security in cryptocurrency is a hot topic that keeps evolving. There is no definite way of completely securing a chain of blocks from any attempted attacks. There are, however, countermeasures that help reduce the effect of the attack and its chance to happen.

In this section we present some of the proposed countermeasures that have gained attention as means to reasonably prevent double-spending attacks. These countermeasures could work alone or may be combined to slightly have a better security [17-21]. We also introduce design standards to be followed in attempting to design double-spending attack countermeasures.

The cryptocurrency aspects detailed below are better to be considered when designing security measures in Bitcoin. These aspects are crucial in providing the promising results/outcomes upon using Bitcoin in purchasing.

A. Keep These Standards in Mind

- Performance
- Anonymity
- Decentralization

High computational performance is one major characteristic sought in fast payments using cryptocurrency. The transactions are expected to be accepted/confirmed fast and goods to be delivered at the instant of purchase. Performance in processing fast payments in Bitcoin is expected to have the following characteristics: short time response for processing tasks, high rate of processing work (throughput), low utilization of computer resources, high bandwidth, and short data transmission time. Nonetheless, major means of security may not work in favor of these characteristics.

Anonymity is a long-lasting challenge in cryptocurrency. The primary concept of developing cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin in specific, is to enable the user/customer to spend money without being known to the vendors or other customers. This aspect of Bitcoin presents a never-ending question of how to maintain complete anonymity and complete security at the same time. Nonetheless, some of the countermeasures work its way to give the best protection that could be made without affecting the anonymity of the users.

Decentralization was also a primary concern that led to the development of cryptocurrency and should be kept consistent in the design and improvement of any countermeasure in Bitcoin.

In the next section, we examine some of the countermeasures taken in stopping double-spending attacks.

B. Countermeasures Overview

Here, we take the two requirements/conditions needed for a successful double-spending attack and run scenarios on which the countermeasures explained below could be used. In other words, one requirement or the other or both may not be satisfied in order to attempt a successful double-spending attack. We also show how with each countermeasure there exists a possibility at which the attacker could still perform the attack.

Before we examine the countermeasures, we briefly review the steps taken to achieve a successful double-spending attack. The two conditions/requirements along with the process of performing the attack are explained below:

1. The attacker sends two transactions TA and TV where they both have the same input (amount of money included) and different outputs (the addresses to which they are sent)
2. which they are sent)
3. TV is concerned with the vendor (only sent to him) and TA is working under the supervision of the attacker (a helper to him).

4. The first requirement is for the vendor to receive TV long enough before receiving TA. This will enable the attacker to have his transaction accepted immediately by the vendor since there is no transaction confirmation in fast payments.

5. The attacker by now achieves his goal: getting the goods he desires and manipulating the vendor into accepting TV while having the other transaction TA received by another user/node on the network.

6. The attacker keeps his money by having his transaction TV dropped later from the network since there is a similar transaction that was received first, which is TA — The helper’s transaction was received and confirmed first in another node, by another user, leading to discarding the vendor’s for having the same input. This leads to satisfying the second condition which is having TA confirmed first.

The countermeasures mentioned in this section were proposed by Bamert et al. [13] and Karame et al. [14] and were designed to prevent double-spending.

The first countermeasure is inspecting propagation depth of transactions, proposed by Bamert et al. [13]. This proposal aims at reaching a higher depth in terms of nodes. A threshold is specified and has to be met if the vendor seeks secure purchases. The idea of this proposal is to let the vendor wait for the incoming transaction to be sent and received by a number of nodes before accepting it. The vendor is advised to not rush into accepting the transaction upon arrival and to evaluate its validity based on the number of nodes receiving it. The assumption here is that if a transaction was propagated to a number of nodes, then it is more likely to be a valid one and not a double-spent coin. The greater the propagation depth reached, the better. Nonetheless, an attacker could possibly create malicious nodes around the vendor and have his double-spent coin received by these nodes and baffle the vendor to believe it is a valid transaction.

The second countermeasure is blocking incoming connection requests, proposed by Bamert et al. [13]. The proposal aims at blocking any incoming connections directed to the vendor and this will not satisfy the first condition/requirement for a successful double-spending attack since the attacker will not be able to connect directly to the IP address of the vendor and send TV. However, the attacker could target those newly joining users who are eager to get the latest information updates on the network. These users could possibly be hungry for any connection to start building up their wallets and eventually their chain. This countermeasure may not work in this case.
The third countermeasure is implementing a listening period, proposed by Karame et al. [14]. This countermeasure relies on having honest nodes where they check their chains for any occurrence of a similar transaction. These honest nodes help the vendor in validating a transaction. Once a transaction received by the vendor, honest nodes act immediately and examine their stored transactions to see if it had existed before. This countermeasure works well with slow payments since they require an extended period of time to confirm transactions. However, fast payments will not favor this secure mechanism as the time needed to accept a customer’s transaction is estimated to be within seconds. In addition, the attacker can still attempt double-spending by delaying the release of TA to other nodes to avoid being detected by the vendor.

The fourth countermeasure is using observers, proposed by Karame et al. [14]. The concept of this mechanism is to use nodes called observers, randomly distributed on the network, to protect the vendor. The observers forward all transactions coming to them to the vendor. These nodes do not necessarily have to be near or around the vendor’s node. They might be placed far away and yet with the use of this mechanism they can immediately forward received transactions to the vendor within seconds. Nonetheless, observers can be easily detected by the attacker by performing a network pattern analysis. Once detected, the attacker could perform a Denial of Service Attack (DoS) and prevents these observers from receiving any connections including the one contains TA, enabling double-spending.

The fifth countermeasure is alerting peers of double-spending, proposed by Karame et al. [14]. This countermeasure relies on peers in conducting a deep investigation on their blocks and check if there is a conflict resulted from finding a similar transaction. Once found, peers will immediately send a double-spending alert to the entire network. Peers will be notified directly if an attack occurs. However, this countermeasure does not prevent attacks in the first place. They help in decreasing the chance of getting another attack on the network but they do not prevent it from happening in the first time.

The countermeasures mentioned above could be combined to result in a more effective security measure. The listening period along with the use of observers could be combined. The vendor will wait until all transactions received by near and far observers get broadcast to him after they undergo investigation of double-spent coins.

C. Results

In this section we discuss the resources required for profitable double spending attack in two main blockchain networks mainly Syscoin and Bitcoincash as evaluated in [22]. The parameters include computing power, cut time, BitCoin(BTC) value, expected operating expense (OPEX), and expected AS time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Cut Time</th>
<th>Required BTC</th>
<th>Expected OPEX</th>
<th>Expected AS time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syscoin</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td>11530</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>5466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table 2 shows the results of evaluation of required resources using the computing power 0.35. The result shows that Syscoin requires less operating expense for profitable double spending attacks than Bitcoin.

VII. Conclusion

Bitcoin is tremendously used as a valid currency to purchase goods. It is used for both slow and fast payments where the time taken to deliver goods makes a major difference. Slow payments rely on transaction confirmation in which an average of 10 minutes is needed to confirm a transaction. Fast payments rely on transaction reception where the vendor only needs to validate a transaction through its arrival. Double-spending is easier to perform on fast payments since there is no investigation of whether the transaction was received before on the network or not.

Five countermeasures were explained above and they are proposals that help reduce the chance of getting a double-spending attack. The countermeasures are the following: inspecting propagation depth of transactions, blocking incoming connection requests, implementing a listening period, using observers, and alerting peers of double-spending.

No single mechanism can provide a full and complete security measure. They can however be combined to increase efficiency. The challenge with Bitcoin is meeting standards that were established through its development such as performance, anonymity, and decentralization.

Users are always advised to take security measures from their side such as changing passwords every now and then and not putting all their assets in one digital wallet and most importantly not sharing a wallet on the public network.
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